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 She shares thirty-plus years of knowledge and experience, so that you can figure out how to cultivate and
communicate your authentic, one-of-a-kind design. Quintessential Style can help you discover how to:
Communicate without uttering a word, Wear any color, Turn into a visible shape-shifter, Solve your fashion
dilemmas using Units of Accessories, Shop confidently and purchase with conviction, Use "life-style skincare"
to balance and keep maintaining great skin, Remedy both things that cause every woman to look older,
Discover an effortless personal style that enhances your self-confidence, It is possible to become your
own personal stylist Join a large number of women who've been mentored by professional picture
consultant, Janna Beatty, on color, design, and make-up artistry.Would you like your mirror to reflect an
image that makes you are feeling wonderful and confident -- so great you can totally just forget about
how you look and can get on with the amazing lifestyle you would like to live?
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This Book Is Amazing! No more position in your closet staring at your clothes trying to decide what to
wear with what. I bought it for myself and after reading it, bought more books for my daughters and my
sisters. Quintessential Style isn't just an easy read, but is certainly chocked full of the most inspiring,
helpful information to help you find your individual style, clothing suitable for several body types,
accessorizing, body gestures, avoiding shopping mistakes, etc. She and Sharon White have developed a most
amazing book which will show you how exactly to always look your best. For the price of a tube of good
lipstick, Quintessential Design will forever transformation your life for the better. Go through this first. I
especially adored the chapter on the "closet" and the idea process of why I have trouble discarding the
wrong buys that are taking up "prime real estate" in my own closet! This is really my wife’s write-up.! Why
I love and value this reserve. It explains all areas of Style in a straightforward, nonthreatening way, with
a touch of warmth. It was an ideal style book at only the right time – I had just retired from an office-
based job and wanted to take a fresh look within my wardrobe and determine what still worked well and
what I might consider as I transferred into my “new profession” as an active volunteer and retiree. But
I learned A LOT from reading Quintessential Style. The getting away from the dogmatism of a Style Police
judgment can be both supportive and thrilling. That understanding is hugely helpful as I sift through and re-
organize my closet, and go shopping for replacement articles.2) The practical charts, self-surveys, and

scenarios are fun, extremely helpful, and valid in justifying fashion choices. This book is sure to be one of
the most important personal development resources in your library. Therefore, fashion becomes not at all
something superficial that people " placed on," but has the potential to be an organic section of our
identification. Yes, the reserve is about style. For the cost of a tube of good lipstick, this book can change
your daily life forever. Attached can be a picture of the inexpensive peg board I found in my closet to
arrange my jewelry and belts in shades to create my accesorizing easier and faster as I incomparable work
each day. She loves this book.! It's terrific. As such, I've always felt unsure of myself when I was
necessary to "dress like a gal". This book is an absolute winner!. Nonetheless it deals with more than vague
generalities. It is specifically about your own style…what you have to do to appear your better.Just as
impressive as the information in the reserve is the clarity with which it really is presented. Not everyone
looks great in “the most recent.” Janna Beatty will educate you on how to look at your picture in the
mirror, how exactly to analyze it to increase your choices of clothing, jewelry, make-up and so much
more—areas that, when chosen carefully, will project your image at its most beautiful. Don’t agree with the
latest fashion because it’s the latest fashion. Janna Beatty is a most successful and sought-after image
consultant for several years. Helped me to finally find out just . Chapter after chapter gives practicable
advice on how best to discover my unique essence and translate it right into a look. This book is immediately
engaging from the first page to the last page.. Simply follow their simple guidelines. Who knew? It’s from
the heart: In case you are wanting to always look your best (and who isn’t!), focus on this book.. Great
book! I’ve found out about her for years... Great reserve! Helped me to finally figure out just what I
should be looking for when I look for clothes. Five Stars Great resource book. Great personal fashion
advice! This book has very advice for all us fashionistas. I be prepared to use the publication as a reference
I could go back to again and again. Five Stars Informative and useful. I would recommend buying. As a
matter of known fact, it also helped me to choose what kind of things I would like to possess around my
home too. A must have for any Fashionista! Actually, I've gotten a whole lot out of it too. Five Stars love
all the advice it offers! I highly recommend this book for anybody seeking personal improvement or for a
gift. Perfect present with great assistance for any woman I received Quintessential Style as a gift this

fall. The authors emphasize the importance and priority of celebrating the individuality of one's self. I found
the book filled with practical tips about how to discover or refine my personal style. Janna Beatty’s
assistance speaks to every female – whether your notion of a match is a professional coat and skirt or a
cardigan and denim jeans. I especially valued this as I am today a lot more that cardigan and skinny jeans



woman. Janna and Sharon White colored have created a very enjoyable, easy-to-read reserve filled with
ideas, assistance and quotes that are thoughtful and thought-provoking. Xmas presents for my two
gorgeous daughters. Thanks! Phenominal Quintessential Style is a very encouraging and inspiring book! The
author does a phenominal job of capturing all body types and providing helpful here is how to uniquely develop
who YOU want to become and how You would like to look. This is a phenominal tool for teenage girls and
women! Personal Image Bible "Janna Beatty and Sharon White break the mold of the usual 'how-to'
instruction in Quintessential Style. Anyone doing their own self- evaluation prompted by the publication will
definitely come away not only more educated but also with the self- confidence to express herself within
an honest way. The info and action items not only inspire you but empower you beyond personal image in to
the psychology of personal image. Each turn of the page causes you to take deeper consideration in to the
power and person of YOU. By the end of the reserve, you possess the understanding and the keys to
express your signature self on purpose through design!" - Elliot Carlyle, Innovative & Fashion Director
always convenient in shorts and bare foot than dresses and heels I have already been a Tom Boy my entire
life. For example, as silly as this sounds, I'd hardly ever really known if I was long-waisted or short-waisted
and got no idea how to amount that out..always convenient in shorts and bare foot than dresses and heels!
I am so impressed with Quintessential Style. This little reserve has helped me recognize that my design is

MY style and I need not dress like a magazine cover or in the most recent trendy fashions to appear my
best. Thank you girls for giving me the confidence to you need to be ME! Quintessential IS essential! I
LOVE this book! Two main reasons I love this book and have provided copies to my adult daughters:1). The
next thing I learned was my Color Type. It really is particularly important in today's "Age of the average
person". In other words, "Know thyself," as well as your style will be a natural expression.. In under a
minute, following a steps in the publication, I discovered I am long-waisted.I know this sounds like a
marketing slogan but it’s not.! Is practical why certain points work well on my own body -- like belts --
despite the fact that I'm short and just a little curvy. Almost experienced like I was having a speak to a
girlfriend. I figured out I'm probably a Light-Bright.. And the very last thing that I discovered that was so
good for me was to employ a Pie Graph to divide up the actions in my life presently. Armed with this info --
in writing -- is making the above-described closet re-org and forthcoming shopping expeditions much more
effective and satisfying. Therefore go BUY THIS Reserve! Trying to brand yourself?. This is the first-time
I've written an assessment on Amazon and I felt compelled to do so for a couple of reasons. I'm an old
student of fashion and have read many of the industry faves. Yet this book taught me something brand-
new: how exactly to look like myself. This is actually the first-time she’s shared her secrets and they are
so basic! I'm talking meta fashion and when you expert it, it outlasts every craze and is relevant no matter
your age. I am a fashion/design aficionado since I was a kid, and felt like I knew a lot about personal
style. I inhaled this publication and when I completed it, I switched back to web page 1. P.S. The only real
cause I gave this book four stars instead of a five is because it deserves to be illustrated by famous
brands Margaret Zhang or Laura Kay.
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